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ficity and precedes positive selection (Robey et al.,
1991). Expression of either CD4 or CD8 is terminated
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Summary
usually requires coengagement of class I by CD8 and
of class II by CD4, only cells with appropriately matched
The generation of mature CD4 T cells from CD41CD81 TCR and coreceptor mature. Studies supporting this
precursor thymocytes usually requires corecognition model have demonstrated that the in vivo maturation of
of class II MHC by a TCR and CD4, while the production T cells with mismatched MHC recognition and corecep-
of mature CD8 T cells requires corecognition of class tor expression (class I±specific TCR with CD4 and class
I MHC by a TCR and CD8. To assess the role of the II±specific TCR with CD8) can be rescued by constitutive
CD4 coreceptor in development and lineage commit- expression of CD4 or CD8 transgenes (Davis et al., 1993;
ment, we generated CD4-deficient mice expressing a Itano et al., 1994; Robey et al., 1994; Chan et al., 1994;
transgenic class II±specific TCR. Surprisingly, in the Paterson et al., 1994; Corbella et al., 1994; Baron et al.,
absence of CD4 a large number of T cells mature, but 1994). These experiments revealed that at least some
these cells appear in the CD8 lineage. Thus, when CD4 lineage choices are made independently of the appro-
is present, the majority of immature T cells with this priate MHC/coreceptor recognition. It is noteworthy,
class II±specific TCR choose the CD4 lineage but de- however, that the rescuewas quite inefficient in all cases
velop in the CD8 pathway when CD4 is absent. The where a transgene-encoded coreceptor was expressed
results indicate that even for TCRs that are not depen- at physiological levels (Robey and Fowlkes, 1994; Fowl-
dent on coreceptor for MHC recognition, the corecep- kes and Schweighoffer, 1995).
The existence of ªtransitionalº subsets of thymocytestor can influence the lineage choice. These findings
that are CD41CD8lo in class II±deficient (Chan et al., 1993;are considered in terms of a quantitative signaling
Crump et al., 1993; Suzuki et al., 1995) and CD4loCD81model for CD4/CD8 lineage commitment.
in class I±deficient mice (van Meerwijk and Germain,
1993) also has been offered as evidence for a stochastic
mechanism of lineage commitment. Such populationsIntroduction
appear to have initiated termination of coreceptor ex-
pression, partially up-regulated TCR levels, and ex-Mature T cells develop in the thymus through a series
pressed some activation markers; all presumably a con-of regulated differentiation events. During this process,
sequence of ligand engagement. These subsets are not
T cells are tested for reactivity with self-antigens to en-
observed in double MHC class I± and class II±deficient
sure that only those cells expressing acceptable antigen
mice, supporting the notion that some MHC engage-
receptors (T cell receptors [TCRs]) mature. As a conse- ment is needed to drive the proposed stochastic down-
quence of these events, two major lineages of T cells are regulation of the coreceptor (Chan et al., 1993; Grusby
generated: CD4 T cells that recognize peptide antigens et al., 1993). While these results and others suggest that
complexed to class II major histocompatibility complex complete maturation of T cells may require repeated or
(MHC) and possess helper functions, and CD8 T cells prolonged engagement of self-MHC (Chan et al., 1993;
that recognize peptides complexedto class I MHC mole- Brandle et al., 1994; Kisielow and Miazek, 1995), the
cules and possess cytotoxic functions. How CD41CD81 issue of whether CD4/CD8 lineage commitment has oc-
precursor thymocytes choose the CD4 or CD8 lineage curred in these cells is much less clear. It is possible that
and how this commitment operates to coordinate MHC some of these transitional thymocytes with an activated
class recognition, coreceptor expression, and effector phenotype are cells undergoing negative selection
function are interesting and important developmental (Kersh and Hedrick, 1995), which could disregulate CD4/
issues. CD8 expression in the process. Moreover, in experi-
In general, it has been observed that predominantly ments testing whether CD41CD8lo cells had committed
CD4 T cells are produced in class II MHC-specific TCR to the CD4 lineage (CD41CD8lo cells were transferred
transgenic mice, while transgenic mice with class I±spe- from class II±deficient to wild-type mice), only mature
CD8 T cells emerged (Lundberg et al., 1995).cific TCRs produce CD8 T cells. This developmental link
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can complete their maturation, display the phenotypic
and functional characteristics of mainstream CD8 T
cells, and develop in RAG- and TCRa-deficient mice.
These findings suggested that at least some thymocytes
are CD4 coreceptor independent in their recognition of
class II MHC and enabled us to examine separately the
role of the coreceptor in lineage commitment. To test
further whether these cells require a coreceptor for se-
lection and maturation, AND TCR transgenic mice (Kaye
et al., 1989, 1992) were crossed to mice with a targeted
disruption of the CD4 gene (Killeen et al., 1993). T cells
are able to mature in CD4-deficient AND TCR mice, but,
unexpectedly, these cells develop in the CD8 lineage.
Moreover, CD8 T cells bearing the transgenic receptor
are generated in numbers equivalent to the number of
CD4 T cells that are generated in wild-type CD4 AND
TCR mice. Another transgenic strain with a class II±
specific TCR shows this same developmental pattern
when CD4 is absent. The fact that cells with class II±
specific TCRs can choose the CD8 lineage is another
example that MHC specificity per se does not determine
the lineage choice. Most notable, however, is the obser-
vation that the coreceptor can influence the lineage
choice even for TCRs that are not dependent on the
coreceptor for MHC recognition.
ResultsFigure 1. Analysis of Thymocyte Subsets of AND TCR Transgenic
Mice Expressing Different MHC
Mature CD8 T Cells with Transgenic ReceptorsThymocytes were stained with fluorescence-labeled antibodies and
analyzed by three-color flow cytometry for expression of CD4, CD8, Develop in Class II±Specific TCR Transgenic Mice
and Va11 TCR (Va transgene). Expression of CD4 and CD8 is shown AND TCR transgenic mice bear a Va11 Vb3 TCR that
for total (a±c) and for Va11hi (g±i) thymocytes in mice of the H-2b (a, recognizes pigeon cytochrome c (PCC) peptide bound
d, g), H-2b3k (b, e, h), and H-2k (c, f, j) MHC haplotypes. The numbers to class II Ek MHC molecule (Kaye et al., 1989, 1992).
inside the quadrants represent the percentage of cells in each popu-
As expected, the majority of thymocytes bearing thislation. Distributions for Va11 expression on total thymocytes are
receptor develop in the CD4 lineage. As shown in Figureshown in (d)±(f), where the vertical dotted lines indicate the Va11hi
1 and in Table 1, and as reported previously (Kaye etlevels used to derive gated data (g±i).
al., 1992), thymocytes with AND TCR are positively se-
lected in both H-2b and H-2k mice and, more specifically,
Defining factors that influence the lineage decision is on MHC class II, Ab, or Ek. In contrast, cells with these
an important step in resolving the mechanism. Corecep- receptors do not develop in H-2q mice (Table 1). Notable
tors are obvious candidates, but because they are usu- also is the composition of thymic subsets in different
ally required for MHC recognition, it has been difficult to MHC backgrounds. While H-2b AND TCR mice have
assess independently their role in the CD4/CD8 lineage large thymi and mature cells predominantly in the CD4
choice. Our experiments with AND TCR transgenic mice lineage, H-2k AND TCR mice have small thymi with a
indicate that while the majority of thymocytes with class reduced compartment of immature CD41CD81 thymo-
II±specific receptors develop as CD4 T cells, a small cytes and an increased proportion of CD42CD82 thymo-
cytes (Figure 1; Table 1). Based on a comparison withpopulation of CD8 T cells also appears. These CD8 cells
Table 1. Thymocytes of AND TCR Transgenic Micea
Mice Percent of Total Thymocytes
Number of Cells/ CD4:CD8
H-2 Mutation Thymus 3 107 Va11hiCD41CD82 Va11hiCD42CD81 Ratio n
b 3 b Wild type 11.9 (2.7) 40 (7.2) 1.3 (0.7) 31 4
b 3 k Wild type 11.3 (5.0) 32 (4.7) 8.8 (1.8) 3.6 7
k 3 k Wild type 0.7 (0.4) 13 (7.3) 4.1 (2.3) 3.2 6
b 3 b RAG8 20.5 (6.6) 61 (4.2) 2.1 (0.2) 29 5
b 3 k TCRa8 11.2 (5.7) 33 (6.9) 6.9 (0.6) 4.8 3
b 3 b Eb Tg(b) 3.7 (1.2) 44 (2.2) 4.2 (1.7) 10 4
q 3 q RAG8 15.1 (5.1) 1.8 (0.8) 0.5 (0.3) 2 3
a Thymocytes were stained with antibodies against Va11 TCR; CD4, and CD8. Cells were analyzed by three-color flow cytometry, and data
were gated for Va11hi cells as shown in Figure 1. Average values are given with standard deviations in parentheses; n is the number of mice
analyzed of each type.
b 36-5 H-2b mice; Ea transgene is expressed on thymic epithelium (Degermann et al., 1994).
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Figure 2. Analysis of Lymph Node TCell Sub-
sets of AND TCR Transgenic Mice Expressing
Different MHC
Coexpression of transgenic Va11 TCR and
CD4 (a±d) or CD8 (e±h) on peripheral T cells
from mice of the H-2b TCRawt (a, e), H-2b3k
TCRawt (b, f), H-2b3k TCRa0 (c, g), and H-2k
TCRa0 (d, h) types. The numbers inside the
quadrants represent the percentage of cells
in each population. Numbers in parentheses
represent the percentage of Va11hi CD4 or
CD8 normalized for total Va11hi CD4 plus
Va11hi CD8 cells. B cell±depleted lymph node
cells were analyzed with labeled antibodies
and three-color flow cytometry.
other TCR transgenic mice (Kisielow et al., 1988a; Berg that are selected on class I MHC, CD8 cells with AND
et al., 1989a; Pircher et al., 1989; Sha et al., 1988b), it TCR are selected on class II. Although the generation
appears that the homozygous expression of Ek induces of CD8 T cells bearing a class II±specific TCR was some-
some clonal deletion. One implication of these results what surprising, a similar observation has been made
is that MHC±peptide complexes are better recognized earlier with another class II±specific TCR, in the anti-
by the AND TCR in H-2k than in H-2b mice. Deletion is hemagglutinin (HA) TCR transgenic mice (Kirberg et al.,
partial, however, since some CD4 T cells bearing the 1994).
transgenic TCR do mature and migrate to the periphery
in H-2k mice (see Figure 2d; see Table 2) and are able CD8 T Cells Are Efficiently Generated
to respond to antigen (Kaye et al., 1992). in Class II±Specific TCR Transgenic
Most interesting is the subset composition of thymi Mice When CD4 Is Absent
from the H-2b3k AND TCR transgenic mice. In addition Because CD8 cells could be generated in AND TCR
to the large population of CD41CD82 cells, there is a transgenic mice, we reasoned that some T cells bearing
small subset of CD42CD81 thymocytes bearing high lev- this TCR could recognize class II Eb/k and complete their
els of the transgenic Va11 TCR (Figure 1h). This develop- maturation independently of CD4. To test this hypothe-
ment of CD8 cells is not due to selection on endogenous sis, we mated AND TCR transgenic mice to CD4 gene-
TCRa, since these cells are observedin AND TCR/TCRa0 targeted mutant mice (Killeen et al., 1993). Even when
mice (Table 1). The proportion of AND TCR CD8 T cells CD4 is absent, analysis of I-E-bearing H-2b3k AND TCR
is also increased in H-2b mice bearing an Ea transgene transgenic mice (AND TCR/CD40) reveals that the thy-
that allows class II Eb expression (Table 1). (The smaller mus size is normal and cells bearing high levels of Va11
thymus of these mice is most likely due to clonal dele- TCR are generated (Figure 3). Surprisingly, there is a
tion, since Eb transgene expression is higher than endog- large population of Va11hiCD81 cells, suggesting that
enous levels in nontransgenic mice; D. Lo, personal
communication).
CD8 T cells expressing AND TCR are able to mature
Table 2. Lymph Node T Cells of AND TCR Transgenic Micea
and migrate to theperiphery of I-E1 mice (Figure 2; Table
Percent of Va11hi2). The CD4:CD8 ratio is increased in the lymph node
Lymph Noderelative to the thymus, probably indicating that not all
T CellsbMiceCD8 thymocytes are able to complete their maturation. CD4:CD8
Nevertheless, CD8 T cells are present even when no H-2 Mutation CD4 CD8 Ratio n
endogenous TCRa can be expressed (Figures 2g and
b 3 b Wild type 98 (0.9) 2.0 (0.9) 49 5
2h). There is a small population of CD81 cells present b 3 k Wild type 95 (1.8) 4.8 (1.8) 20 6
in the periphery of E2 H-2b AND TCR mice, but approxi- b 3 k TCRa8 97 (1.1) 3.4 (1.1) 29 3
mately half of these cells are negative for the transgenic k 3 k TCRa8 89 (3.3) 11 (3.1) 8.1 6
TCR, most likely because they express a second Va
a Lymph node were depleted of B cells and stained with antibodieschain (Figure 2e). In E1 mice, however, almost all the
against Va11 TCR, CD4, and CD8. Cells were analyzed by three-
CD8 cells bear high levels of Va11, equivalent to what color flow cytometry as shown in Figure 3. Average values are given
is found in mice with no endogenous TCRa (Figures 2f with standard deviation in parentheses; n is the number of mice of
and 2g). Both CD4 and CD8 cells bearing the transgenic each genotype analyzed.
b Data represent percent of Va11hi CD4 or CD8 normalized to totalreceptor are observed in the lymph nodes of homozy-
Va11hi CD4 plus Va11hi CD8 cells, as shown in Figure 2 in parenthe-gous H-2k mice, despite the prominent deletion in the
ses. Percent of Va111 lymph node cells (before B cell depletion) forthymus (Figures 2d and 2h). In general, there is an in-
H-2b3b/wt: 37.8 (6.8); H-2b3k/wt: 40 (2.7); H-2b3k/TCRa8: 46.7 (5.9);
crease in CD8 T cell development whenever Eb/k is pres- H-2k3k/TCRa8: 52.6 (7.4).
ent, suggesting that, in contrast with most CD8 T cells
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Figure 4. Phenotypic Analysis of Lymph Node T Cells of CD4-Defi-
cient AND TCR Transgenic Mice
Lymph node cells of H-2b3k AND TCR transgenic or littermate con-
trols were analyzed with labeled antibodies and four-color flow cy-
tometry for coordinate expression of TCRab (a, b) or Va11 TCR (c,
d), CD4, CD8, and CD45RB. Distribution of CD45RB expression
of cells gated for CD41 (a, c) or CD81 (b, d) from CD4 wild-type,
nontransgenic control mice (a, b) or CD4wt/AND TCR (c), and CD40/
AND TCR (d) mice.
reveals a very prominent population of Va11hi CD8 T
cells (Figure 3d). Va11hi CD8 T cells are also present in
peripheral lymph nodes (Figure 3f), indicating that CD8
T cells bearing AND TCR can develop and fully mature
in the complete absence of CD4.
We wished to characterize phenotypically and func-
tionally the CD8 T cells with class II±specific receptors
to determine whether they were typical of mainstream
TCRab-bearing CD8 T cells. Mature CD8 T cells, like
Figure 3. Analysis of Thymocytes and Lymph Node T Cells of CD4-
mature CD4 cells, normally display high levels of CD5Deficient Mice
and low levels of HSA. The levels of these surface mark-
Total thymocytes (a, b), HSA2 thymocytes (c, d), and lymph node T
ers on peripheral CD8 T cells from AND TCR/CD40 micecells (e, f) from AND TCR transgenic wild-type CD4 (a, c, e) or mutant
are comparable to those of CD8 cells from wild-typeCD40 (b, d, f) H-2b3k mice analyzed for coexpression of Va11 TCR
and CD8 using labeled antibodies and flow cytometry. Thymocytes nontransgenic littermate controls (data not shown).
were depleted of immature cells (HSA1); lymph node cells were More useful was an analysis of CD45RB, since this
depleted of B cells as described in Experimental Procedures. The marker is usually expressed at higher levels on CD8 than
numbers inside the quadrants represent the percentage of cells in on CD4T cells (Figures4a and 4b). CD45RB is expressed
each population. Numbers in parentheses (e, f) are percentages
on CD8 T cells of AND TCR/CD40 mice at levels compa-normalized for total Va11 TCRhi T cells. The figure is representative
rable to those of CD8 T cells from wild-type littermateof experiments yielding the following average values with standard
deviations in parentheses; n is the number of mice analyzed of each controls (Figures 4b and 4d). More importantly, levels
type. Percent of total thymocytes, for CD4wt: Va11loCD81, 24 (7.7); of CD45RB on these CD8 T cells of AND TCR CD4-
Va11hiCD41, 56 (6.6); Va11hiCD81, 4.6 (1.7); n 5 13; for CD40: Va11lo- deficient mice are higher than those of CD4 T cells. A
CD81, 50 (9.0); Va11hiCD81, 36 (5.0); n 5 12. Number of thymocytes more extensive phenotypic analysis using other mark-
are 9.1 (3.9) 3 107 for CD4wt and 13.8 (5.4) 3 107 for CD40 mice.
ers, including Pgp (CD44), IL-2Rb, and NK1.1, revealedPercent of Va11hi lymph node T cells, for CD4wt: CD41, 95 (1.6);
that the CD8 T cells of AND TCR/CD40 mice show com-CD81, 3.4 (1.1); n 5 13; for CD40: CD81, 89 (6.6); n 5 12. Percent
of Va111 lymph node cells (before B cell depletion), for CD4wt: 51.4 parable expression patterns to those of CD8 T cells from
(10.2); CD40: 51.7 (3.6). wild-type nontransgenic littermate controls (data not
shown).
Since cytotoxicity is a hallmark of CD8 T cells, we
tested the ability of the CD8 T cells from AND TCR/CD40mature CD8 thymocytes are quite efficiently generated
in these mice. Enrichment for the most mature thymo- mice to mediate PCC peptide class II E-restricted killing.
Spleen cells from AND TCR/CD40 mice exhibited killingcytes, using an anti-HSA monoclonal antibody (MAb)
plus complement depletion (Ramsdell et al., 1991), also of PCC peptide-loaded E1 tumor targets, while those
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mice, radiation bone marrow chimeras wereconstructed
using recipients selectively bred to express various
combinations of class I and class II MHC. Donor bone
marrow was derived from H-2b AND TCR transgenic
mice that, in some cases, were also RAG deficient to
eliminate endogenous TCR. As shown in the left side of
Table 3, the CD8 cells generated in CD4wt/AND TCR
mice require both class I and II Eb/k for thymic selection.
The additional requirement for class I MHC does not
appear to be allele specific, since AND TCR CD8 T cells
are selected in H-2k (Kk, Dk), H-2b mice (Kb, Db) with an
Eb transgene (see Figure 1; see Table 1), and in chimeras
made with B10.A(3R) (Kb, Dd) (Table 3), B10.BR (Kk, Dk),Figure 5. CTL Activity of Lymphocytes from CD4-Deficient AND
B10.A (Kk, Dd), or B10.A(5R) (Kb, Dd) (data not shown).TCR Transgenic Mice
An analysis of thymocytes from chimeras made withSpleen cells from H-2b3k AND TCR CD4wt (open symbols) or CD40
bone marrow from H-2b CD40/AND TCR mice also indi-(closed symbols) mice were stimulated for 5 days with PCC peptide
and were tested for their ability to lyse CH12 lymphoma (Ek) cell cated that CD8thymocytes with high levels of transgenic
targets (a), or to lyse parental DAP.3 (E2) or DAP.3 transfected with TCR are selected only in hosts bearing both class II Eb/k
Ek, DCEK (E1) fibroblast targets (b), each with or without prepulsed and class I MHC (Table 3, right side). Thus, there is a
peptide. Coded panel indicates the CD4 genotype of the spleno- dependence on both class I and II MHC for the selection
cytes tested for CTL activity, the H-2E expression of targets, and
of the CD8 T cells of both CD4wt and CD40/AND TCRwhether the targets are prepulsed with PCC peptide. A 5 day culture
mice. The CD8 T cells that develop must use theof spleen cells without peptide stimulation produced no specific
lysis on the same targets in parallel CTL assays (data not shown). transgene-encoded class II±specific TCR for their posi-
Data are representative of four such experiments. tive selection, since these cellsare generated even when
endogenous TCR cannot be expressed (Table 3).
from wild-type CD4 AND TCR mice (that have only a
very minor population of CD8 T cells) did not (Figure 5a). CD8 T Cells Are Generated in Other CD4-Deficient
Class II±Restricted TCR Transgenic MiceFibroblast targets transfected with EaEbk demonstrate
that Ek as well as PCCpeptides are required for cytotoxic Since the generation of a large number of CD8 T cells
in CD4-deficient AND TCR transgenic mice was unex-lysis (Figure 5b). These results reveal that the large co-
hort of CD8 T cells that is generated in CD4-deficient pected, we questioned whether this developmental pat-
tern was unique to these mice or whether similar resultsAND TCR mice exhibit cytotoxic effector function and
this function is mediated through the class II E-reactive would be obtained with other class II±specific TCR. To
investigate this issue, other CD4-deficient class II±transgene-encoded TCR.
restricted TCR transgenic strains were generated. Fig-
ure 6 shows the absolute number of thymocyte subsetsCD8 T Cells that Are Generated in AND TCR/CD40
Mice Require Both Class II Eb/k and in wild-type or CD40 mice with anti-HA TCR (Kirberg et
al., 1994), DO10 TCR (Murphy et al., 1990; Iwabuchi etClass I for Development
To assess the MHC requirements for the selection of al., 1992), and AND TCR,derived by gating for high levels
of the transgene-encoded TCR. It can be seen in FigureCD8 T cells in AND TCR wild-type and CD4-deficient
Table 3. Thymic Selection in Radiation Chimeras Made with AND TCR Transgenic Micea
Mice Percent of Total Thymocytes Mice Percent Of Total Thymocytes
Donor Recipient Va11hiCD41CD82 Va11hiCD42CD81 n Donor Recipient Va11loCD81 Va11hiCD81 n
CD4wt (B6 [36-5] 3
b2m8)F2 CD48 RAG 2wt B6 (107-1)
A1/E1/1 29 (4.8) 8.9 (1.6) 6 A1/E1/I1 56 (1.7) 33 (1.9) 3
A1/E1/I2 34 (6.7) 1.4 (0.4) 3 CD48 RAG 2wt (B10.A [3R] 3
b2m8)F2
A1/E2/I1 12 (2.3) 0.9 (0.2) 3 A1/E1/I1 32 (8.2) 32 (0.5) 3
CD4wt (B10.A [3R] 3
b2m8)F2 A1/E1/I2 76 (4.8) 2.8 (0.9) 5
A1/E1/I1 30 (0.0) 6.8 (0.6) 2 A1/E2/I1 79 (1.1) 5.4 (1.6) 4
A1/E1/I2 31 (4.7) 0.8 (0.5) 2 CD48 RAG 28 (B10 3
B10.A)F1
A1/E2/I1 18 (2.9) 0.7 (0.1) 3 A1/E1/I1 24 (1.9) 38 (4.3) 3
CD48 RAG 28 B6
A1/E2/I1 82 (1.2) 2.8 (0.3) 3
CD48 RAG 28 B6 (Ab8)
A2/E2/I2 79 (0.5) 1.5 (0.3) 3
a Bone marrow derived from H-2b wild-type and mutant AND TCR tarnsgenic mice was used to reconstitute irradiated recipients. Thymocytes
were stained 5 weeks after reconstitution with antibodies against Va11 TCR, CD4, and CD8 and analyzed by three-color flow cytometry as
shown in Figures 1 and 3. Average values are given with standard deviations in parentheses; n is the number of mice analyzed of each type.
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is observed when the transgene is bred into CD4-defi-
cient mice (Figure 6c).
A third TCR transgenic strain was analyzed, DO10,
whose TCR recognizes an ovalbumin peptide bound to
Ad (Murphy et al., 1990; Iwabuchi et al., 1992). Although
CD41 cells bearing the transgenic TCR are produced in
H-2d mice, as would be expected for a class II±restricted
receptor, CD8 T cells expressing the TCR develop, as
well (Figure 6d). While the average number of CD8 thy-
mocytes is only slightly increased in the H-2d CD4-defi-
cient mice, thenumber of these cells is greatly increased
in the H-2b3d DO10 TCR/CD40 mice (Figures 6d and 6e).
The DO10 TCR also recognizes class II Ab and, interest-
ingly, some deletion is observed in H-2b DO10 mice,
since fewer CD4 cells bearing the transgenic receptor
are generated in the thymus (K. Murphy, personal com-
munication). Thus, the DO10 TCR may recognize class
II Ab better than Ad. Although H-2d3b and H-2d DO10 TCR
mice generate comparable numbers of mature CD4 T
cells with the transgenic TCR, the enhanced production
of CD8 thymocytes is obtained only in H-2d3b CD40 mice.
Thus, it could be argued that because of an intrinsic
higher affinity/avidity of the TCR for MHC in H-2b3k AND
TCR and H-2d3b DO10 TCR mice, MHC recognition is
much less dependent on CD4. Likewise, a lower affinity/
avidity of the AND TCR for Ab, the DO10 TCR for Ad, and
the anti-HA TCR for Ed could make these TCRs relatively
more CD4 dependent. Whatever the reason for these
effects, with certain combinations of TCR and MHC,
class II±specific T cells can recognize MHC and signal
for complete maturation totally independent of CD4. The
very striking and unexpected result, however, is that
these cells with CD4-independent class II±specific TCR
develop in the CD8 lineage.
Discussion
Previous studieswith TCR transgenic mice have demon-
strated that thymocytes with class I±specific TCR de-
velop in the CD8 lineage, while those with class II±
Figure 6. Absolute Numbers of TCRhi CD4 and CD8 Thymocytes
specific TCR mature as CD4 cells (Berg et al., 1989b;from Wild-Type or CD40 Mutant Class II±Specific TCR Transgenic
Kaye et al., 1989; Kisielow et al., 1988b; Sha et al.,Mice
1988a). T cell development in H-2b AND TCR transgenic(a) H-2b AND TCR, (b) H-2b3k AND TCR, (c) H-2d anti-HA TCR, (d)
mice follows this pattern in that virtually all thymocytesH-2d DO10 TCR, and (e) H-2d3b DO10 TCR thymocytes from CD4wt
or mutant CD40 mice were analyzed with labeled antibodies and with this class II±specific TCR mature as CD4 T cells.
three-color flow cytometry for transgenic TCR, CD4, and CD8 as In H-2b3k mice expressing theclass II±specific AND TCR,
shown in Figures 1 and 3. Bars represent the average number of the majority of mature thymocytes are CD4 T cells; how-
TCRhi thymocytes for each subset (CD41 and CD81) and dots are ever, a minor population of mature CD8 T cells express-
values for individual mice.
ing the transgenic receptor is also present. Surprisingly,
in the absence of CD4 the pattern of selection is re-
versed, in that the majority of mature thymocytes are of6a that CD8 thymocytes expressing the AND TCR are
only slightly increased in numbers in CD4-deficient H-2b the CD8 lineage. Not only are T cells expressing the
transgenic receptor selected in the thymus in the ab-mice compared with wild-type mice. In contrast, the
number of CD8 thymocytes, on average, is greatly in- sence of CD4, but the absolute number of mature CD8
thymocytes produced in the steady state is comparablecreased in CD4-deficient H-2b3k mice (see Figure 3; Fig-
ure 6b). These results are contrasted with those from a to numbers of mature CD4 thymocytes with AND TCR
produced in mice with wild-type CD4. Although CD8 Tclass II±specific TCR transgenic strain, bearing the anti-
HA TCR. The anti-HA TCR is selected on Ed and, as cells bearing AND TCR in CD4-deficient mice require
MHC class II Eb/k for selection, they otherwise displaynoted above, a major population of CD4 and a minor
population of CD8 T cells develop even in RAG-deficient the phenotypic and functional properties that have been
attributed to typical CD8 T cells.mice (Kirberg et al., 1994). With these mice, very little
enhancement in the number of mature CD8 thymocytes The profound shift from CD4 to CD8 development that
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is observed when CD4 is absent indicates that CD4 no role in the lineage choice, but affects the subsequent
positive selection steps, it is also difficult to understandplays a crucial role in the lineage choice of AND TCR
expressing thymocytes. These results are not peculiar why a large cohort of CD8 T cells would be positively
selected only when CD4 was absent.to the AND TCR mice. DO10, another class II±specific
TCR transgenic strain, also shows a dramatic shift in It is conceivable, however, that the loss of CD4 might
have an effect on the efficiency of signal transductionthe number of developing CD8 T cells when CD4 is
absent. Interestingly, for both the AND and DO10 TCR through the thymocyte TCR complex and this indirect
effect could potentiate development along the CD8mice, the generation of CD8 T cells is more dramatic in
one selecting MHC combination (H-2b3k for AND TCR pathway. Relevant to this point is the fact that immature
CD40 thymocytes express higher levels of cell surfaceand H-2d3b for the DO10 TCR) than another. Because
the same MHC haplotypes that promote development of TCR than do wild-type thymocytes. Furthermore, a sig-
nificant amount of the lck that is normally associatedCD8 T cells can also cause deletion in the homozygous
state, it could be argued that the AND and DO10 TCRs with CD4 could be free to associate with either CD8 or
the TCR when CD4 is lacking. In combination, thesehave a higher intrinsic affinity for class II molecules of
these particular haplotypes and this higher affinity types of effects might sufficiently improve the sensitivity
of thymocytes to TCR ligation sothat thedevelopment ofallows coreceptor-independent MHC recognition.
All three of the class II±specific TCR transgenic strains class II±restricted CD8 T cells is possible. A stochastic/
selection model would predict that helper (CD4) lineageanalyzed (AND, DO10, and anti-HA TCR) show some
production of CD8 T cells even when CD4 is present. cells should also develop in CD4-deficient mice, since
the AND TCR is not dependent on the coreceptor forThis occurs also in AND TCR mice where endogenous
TCR a chain genes are not expressed (TCRa0). Thus, Eb/k recognition. Nevertheless, very few CD42CD82 cells
bearing the transgenic TCR are generated (the expectedsome minor fraction of all developing class II±specific
T cells may be positively selected independently of CD4. phenotype for cells in CD4-deficient mice that choose
the CD4 lineage by down-regulating CD8) (Figure 3).These findings are a further indication that lineage
choice is not strictly dependent on coreceptor usage or Therefore, any secondary effect on signaling transduc-
tion imposed by the CD4 null mutation that results inMHC class specificity.
The generation of CD8 T cells with AND TCR in H-2b improved CD8 selection must also compromise CD4
selection.mice expressing transgenic Eb maps the positive selec-
tion to this class II MHC element. In addition to class II, Explaining the data with a strict instructional model
is also not straightforward. As originally proposed, thethere is also a requirement for class I MHC that is not
allele specific, implying that the recognition of class I is model holds that the lineage choice is instructed by
distinct signals provided by either CD4 or CD8 (vonTCR independent. These results are reminiscent of an
earlier report of a transgenic TCR specific for class II, Boehmer, 1986; Robey et al., 1991). In AND TCR mice,
CD8 is not used in the recognition of class II, so, presum-in which both class I and II MHC were needed for selec-
tion of the CD8 T cells (Kirberg et al., 1994). Similarly, in ably, it cannot instruct the CD8 lineage choice with a
signal through the TCR complex. Likewise, it is unlikelythat study the class I requirement was not allele specific.
Although it is not clear how class I participates in the that CD4 is providing an obligate signal for CD4 develop-
ment, since some helper cells develop in the absenceselection of AND CD8 T cells, it is possible that TCR-
independent CD8±class I interactions may be needed of the CD4 cytoplasmic domain and even in the total
absence of CD4 (Locksley et al., 1993; Killeen et al.,simply for adherence. Alternatively, CD8 may provide a
unique signal that contributes to the CD8 maturation 1993; Killeen and Littman, 1993; Rahemtulla et al., 1994).
These findings would not be predicted by the originalprocess thatcould be integrated downstreamof theTCR.
The most interesting question raised by these data instructional model.
We considered a revised instruction model in whichconcerns the mechanism of CD4/CD8 lineage commit-
ment and the means by which the CD4 coreceptor can the lineage choice is determined by the intensity of sig-
nals delivered to CD41/CD81 thymocytes through theinfluence that choice. We first considered whether our
data could be explained within the context of stochastic/ TCR complex. In this model, there are no distinct signals
but rather it is the net quantity of TCR signal that directsselection models, where a random lineage decision pre-
cedes selection for cells with the appropriate pairing of the CD4/CD8 lineage choice. Signals of strong intensity
promote a CD4 fate, whereas weaker signals promotecoreceptor expression and MHC specificity. (Robey et
al., 1991; Chan et al., 1993). According to these stochas- a CD8 fate. Such a model explains lineage commitment
in E1 AND TCR mice. Although CD4 is not requiredtic models, both CD4 and CD8 cells with class II±
restricted TCR are generated from CD41CD81 precur- for Eb/k recognition by the TCR, its involvement in the
recognition process could increase the intensity of sig-sors, but only CD4 cells mature, since most TCR are
thought to be dependent on CD4 for class II recognition naling, both through its extracellular binding to class II
MHC and also through its intracellular coupling to theand positive selection. From our results, it appears that
developing T cells with AND TCR emerge in the CD4 TCR signaling pathways. Such high intensity signaling
would provide the necessary cue for commitment to thepathway when CD4 is present, but in the CD8 pathway
when CD4is absent. Toa firstapproximation, this finding CD4 lineage. By contrast, in the CD40 AND TCR mice,
recognition of Eb/k by the TCR without CD4 would gener-would seem to be at odds with a stochastic/selection
model, since it is not immediately obvious how the pres- ate less signal promoting CD8 lineage commitment. The
few helper cells that develop in CD40 mice with a normalence or absence of the CD4 coreceptor could affect a
stochastic decision. Moreover, if the coreceptor plays diverse TCR repertoire may depend on TCRs with very
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generated by Ab engagement in H-2b mice and relatively
more cells may start down the CD8 pathway. However,
very few cells could complete maturation after the shut-
off of CD4 expression, since recognition of Ab by AND
TCR is coreceptor dependent. Such a hypothesis can
explain why constitutive expression of a CD4 transgene
ªrescuesº CD8 cells in H-2b AND TCR mice (Davis et
al., 1993). The expression of the CD4 transgene should
enhance CD4 development but also allows the matura-
tion of CD8-committed cells that would terminate differ-
entiation when endogenous CD4 is extinguished.
Evidence for a quantitative instructional model also
comes from a recent study using a transgene that en-
codes a hybrid protein consisting of an extracellular
CD8 and the cytoplasmic domain of CD4. This chimeric
molecule should retain class I recognition while deliv-
ering CD4 intracellular signals (Itano et al., 1996). TheFigure 7. A Model for CD4/CD8 Lineage Commitment in Which the
observation that the hybrid molecule leads to the devel-Quantity of Intracellular Signal Delivered Through the TCR±
Coreceptor Complex Determines Cell Fate opment of more class I±specific CD4 and fewer CD8 T
A schematic representation of the relationship between the signal cells in class I±specific TCR transgenic and in class
intensity during thymic maturation and the eventual fate of thymo- II±mutant mice suggests that the CD4 cytoplasmic tail
cytes. This model assumes that thymocytes must continuously bind is able to deliver signals that cause uncommitted T cells
MHC as they mature and that the intensity of signal generated during
to choose the CD4 lineage. From these data and datamaturation influences T cell fate. At the lowest range of signal inten-
indicating that lck binds better to the cytoplasmic do-sity, no positive selection occurs. At a higher range of signal inten-
main of CD4 than to CD8 (Veillette et al., 1988; Wiest etsity, CD8 lineage development is favored, whereas in a still higher
range, CD4 development is favored. The highest range of signals al., 1993; Ravichandran and Burakoff, 1994; Itano et al.,
leads to negative selection. When thymocytes expressing the AND 1996), a model was proposed suggesting that strong
TCR and wild-type CD4 bind to Ek, most will develop along the CD4 lck signals promote CD4 lineage commitment, whereas
pathway; however, a few will mature along the CD8 pathway. These
weak lck signals promote CD8 lineage commitment.cells can complete maturation even without CD4 because they gen-
Thus, this model explains how class I versus class IIerate adequate signals for CD8 development. Similarly, most AND
recognition, in general, appropriately biases lineageTCR1 thymocytes that lack CD4 (due to a targeted gene disruption)
receive a sufficiently strong signal upon Ek binding to complete commitment. If most immature thymocytes require the
maturation in the CD8 pathway. From our data, we would propose CD4 coreceptor for recognition of class II, such interac-
that AND TCR binding to Ab generates a lower intensity signal than tions would generate strong lck signals, promoting a
AND TCR binding to Ek. Thus, a larger fraction of thymocytes would
CD4 fate. Similarly, if recognition of class I requires CD8,start down the CD8 pathway, but once these cells turn down CD4,
lower lck signals would be generated, promoting thethey could no longer generate signals of sufficient intensity to com-
CD8 lineage choice.plete CD8 development. Thymocytes in AND TCR/CD40 mice ex-
pressing only Ab could not generate sufficient signals for full matura- Although our data can also be explained in terms of
tion in either lineage. a quantitative model, the question of how thymocytes
choose the CD4 or CD8 lineage is still unresolved. Our
results, nevertheless, provide strong evidence that the
high intrinsic affinity for thymic selecting ligands, since CD4 coreceptor promotes the CD4 cell fate. Future ex-
even without CD4, these TCRs are able to generate the periments will be directed at testing the quantitative
required signal intensity for CD4 lineage commitment. model using various means of modulating proximal TCR
(Locksley et al., 1993; Killeen et al., 1993; Killeen and signals and at determining the precise role of CD4 in
Littman, 1993). Obviously, T cells with TCR that are de- the lineage decision.
pendent on a coreceptor for MHC recognition (probably
the most common type) could not complete their matu-
Experimental Procedures
ration in either lineage in the absence of the appropriate
coreceptor. Mice
AND TCR transgenic mice (Kaye et al., 1989) were backcrossed toA quantitative model could also explain why a few
C57BL/6 (B6) 6±11 times during the course of this study. B6 ANDcells with AND TCR and wild-type CD4 choose the CD8
TCR (H-2b) mice were crossed to congenic inbred B10.BR, B10.A,lineage in H-2b3k mice. MHC engagement may produce
or B10.Q to obtain H-2b3k, H-2k, and H-2q AND TCR transgenic micea range of signals, since CD41CD81 precursors may
or to gene-targeted mutant mice, 129 RAG20 (Shinkai et al., 1992),
have different levels of surface CD4, TCR, or adhesion B6 CD40 (Killeen et al., 1993) (backcrossed eight times to B6), or B6
molecules. As illustrated in Figure 7, when CD4 is avail- TCRa0 (Mombaerts et al., 1992) (backcrossed ten times to B6 at the
Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine) to obtain H-2b AND TCR/able, most cells engaging Eblk choose the CD4 lineage,
RAG0, /CD40, or /TCRa0 mice, respectively. H-2k AND TCR werebut a few cells receive net lower signals and take the
mated to B6 TCRa0 to obtain H-2b3k or H-2k AND/TCRa0 mice. H-2bCD8 pathway. Since class II Eb/k recognition by the AND
AND TCR were mated to B6 36-5 (transgenic Ead expressed onlyTCR can be coreceptor independent, many of these
on the thymic epithelium) (Degermann et al., 1994) to obtain H-2b
cells continue to mature after the down-regulation of AND TCR/Eb or to B10.Q and, subsequently, to 129 RAG20 to pro-
CD4. Since it appears that the AND TCR has a lower duce H-2q AND TCR/RAG0 mice. B6 AND TCR/CD40 were mated
to 129 RAG20 to produce AND TCR/CD40/RAG0 mice. DO10 TCRaffinity for Ab than for Eb/k, weaker signals would be
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transgenic mice (Murphy et al., 1990; Iwabuchi et al., 1992) were combinations with documented bone marrow allograft rejection me-
diated by natural killer cells, recipients were injected intraperitone-backcrossed six times to BALB/c and twice to B10.D2. H-2d DO10
TCR transgenic mice were crossed to B6 CD40 mice to obtain H-2d ally with 0.2 ml of anti-NK1.1 (PK136) (Koo et al., 1986) ascites
24 hr prior to reconstitution (Bix et al., 1991). Chimeric mice wereor H-2d3b DO10 TCR/CD40 offspring. Anti-HA TCR transgenic mice
(derived from helper clone V2-15) (Kirberg et al., 1994) were back- sacrificed and analyzed 5±6 weeks after bone marrow transfer.
crossed five generations to BALB/c and twice to B10.D2. Anti-HA
TCR transgenic mice were crossed to B6 CD40 mice and selected Cytotoxicity Assay
for H-2d anti-HA TCR/CD40 offspring. The wild-type designation in- To generate cytotoxic effector cells, spleen cells were cultured at
cludes both homozygous (1/1) and heterozygous (1/2) mice. The 3 3 106/ml in 30±45 ml of complete medium (RPMI 1640, 10% FCS,
null (0) designation is used for homozygous (2/2) disrupted gene 2-ME, glutamine, antibiotics) in T-75 flasks (Corning, Corning, New
mutations. York) with or without 5 mM PCC peptide (fragment 81±104). Cells
Mice used as bone marrow recipients were either B6, B6 class were incubated 5 days (378C, 7% CO2). Effectors were harvested,
II0 (Grusby et al., 1991) (backcrossed six times to B6 before making centrifuged over Ficoll (Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology, Piscataway,
homozygous, Ab0), or transgenic B6 36-5 (backcrossed ten times New Jersey) to remove dead cells, washed with assay media (RPMI
to B6) and 107-1 (transgenic Ead with wild-type expression) (Deger- 1640, 1% FCS), and counted. Target cells, a B cell lymphoma, CH12
mann et al., 1994) (generated in inbred B10 and backcrossed three (Arnold et al., 1983), parental DAP.3 (an L cell fibroblast line), or
times to B6). Other mice used as recipients were generated by DAP.3 transfected with EaEbk, designated DCEK (J. Miller and R.
crossing B6 36-5 or 107B mice twice to B6 b2m0 (Koller et al., 1990) Germain, unpublished data), were centrifuged over Ficoll and were
(backcrossed six times to B6) to produce offspring (B6 [36-5] 3 cultured in 10 ml of assay media with or without 10 mM PCC for 4
b2m0)F2 and (B6 [107] 3 b2m0)F2, respectively, by crossing B10.A hr overnight (378C, 7% CO2). Cells were harvested, centrifuged over
(3R) to B6 b2m0 mice twice to produce offspring (B10.A [3R] 3 Ficoll, washed in assay media, and counted. Target cells (2.5 3 104)
b2m0)F2 and by crossing B10 to B10.A to produce (B10 3 B10.A)F1 were incubated with varying numbers of effector cells for 4±6 hr at
offspring. 378C in 200 ml medium, in duplicate, in round-bottomed 96-well
Mice were bred and maintained in a National Institute of Allergy plates. Wells with targets only or with targets plus 2% Triton X-100
and InfectiousDiseases (NIAID) Research Animal Facility or on NIAID (Pharmacia) were used to determine spontaneous and total release,
contract at Bioqual, Incorporated (Rockville, Maryland) according respectively. A cytotoxicity detection kit (1644793, Boehringer
to AAALAC specifications. Mannheim, Indianapolis, Indiana) was used to measure the activity
of lactate dehydrogenase released from the cytosol of damaged
cells into the supernatant. The assay procedure and calculations ofMAbs and Flow Cytometry
Thymocytes, lymph nodes, and lymph node T cells were prepared percent specific lysis were carried out according to the instructions
of the manufacturer. This colorimetric assay for cell lysis was quanti-in single cell suspensions as previously described (Robey et al.,
1994). For flow cytometric analyses, cells were stained according to fied using a VMAX kinetic microplate reader (Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, California). Spontaneous release values for tumor andstandard protocols (Coligan et al., 1995) using the following labeled
antibodies: anti-Va11 TCR±FITC (RR8-1), anti-Vb8.1, anti-Vb8.2 fibroblast targets varied from 12%±19%.
TCR±FITC (MR5-2), anti-abTCR±FITC or ±PE (H57-597), anti-CD5±
biotin (53-7.3), anti-CD45RB±biotin (16A), anti-CD24/HSA±biotin or Acknowledgments
±PE (M1/69), anti-Ab±FITC or ±PE (AF6-120.1), anti-Ek±FITC (14-4-
45), anti-H-2Kd±FITC (SF1-1.1), anti-H-2Kk±FITC (36-7-5), anti-H- The authors thank Drs. H. von Boehmer for anti-HA TCR; D. Loh for
2Kb±FITC (AF6-88.5), anti-H-2Kq±FITC (KH-114), all obtained from DO10 TCR and D. Lo for 36-5 and 107-1 transgenic mice; D. Littman
Pharmingen (San Diego, California); anti-Thy1.2±PE (5a-8), anti- for CD4; F. Alt for RAG2; L. Glimcher for Ab; B. Koller and O. Smithies
CD4±biotin (YTS 191.1), anti-CD8±biotin or ±PE (CT-CD8a), anti- for b2m gene-targeted mutant mice; R. Schwartz for congenic B10.A,
CD45R/B220±PE (RA3-6B2), streptavidin±TC or ±PE, and goat anti- B10.A(3R), B10.A(5R), and B10.Q mice; D. Scott for CH12 cells; R.
mouse IgG2a±FITC, all obtained from Caltag (South San Francisco, Germain for DAP.3 and DCEK cells; and H. von Boehmer for anti-
California); anti-CD4±Red 613 (YTS 191.1.2) and anti-CD8a±Red 613 HA TCR MAb (6.5). We also thank our colleagues E. Schweighoffer
(53-6.7), obtained from GIBCO BRL (Gaithersburg, Maryland); goat and K. Terrence for advice and assistance in many aspects of the
anti-rat IgG±FITC (Kirkegaard and Perry, Gaithersburg, Maryland); work; R. Swofford for expert flow analysis; Ms. B. R. Marshall for
avidin±APC (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon); anti-HA TCR invaluable editorial assistance, and E. Robey, A. Itano, F. Macchiar-
(clonotype-specific rat MAb 6.5) (Kirberg et al., 1994); and anti- ini, and C. Fleischacker for discussion and critical comments on the
D011.10 TCR (clonotype-specific mouse IgG2a MAb, KJ1-26) manuscript.
(Yague et al., 1988). To avoid FcR-mediated binding of antibodies,
lymph node cells were pretreated with anti-Fc-receptor MAb 24G2. Received February 9, 1996; revised March 13, 1996.
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